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INTRODUCTION
Boston Children's Hospital Neighborhood Partnerships (BCHNP), a school-based program 
at Boston Children’s Hospital in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, has 
prepared this resource guide to share information and resources with caregivers and families 
around adolescent anxiety in childhood and adolescence. This guide has information on what 
anxiety is, strategies to use at home and at school, lists of age-appropriate apps, websites, 
books, and more.

We invite you to also view our documentary "Managing Anxiety in Childhood and Adolescence: 
Information for Parents and Caregivers”, in which youth and families share their own stories and 
experiences with anxiety.

The terms “behavioral health” and “mental health” are often used interchangeably in this guide.  
Behavioral health is a blanket and overarching term that includes mental health. The term be-
havioral health provides a more holistic view of understanding the social and emotional lives of 
children and adolescents.
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https://youtu.be/FcqJxX56w4w
https://youtu.be/FcqJxX56w4w
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INFORMATION ABOUT ANXIETY
WHAT IS ANXIETY?

Childhood fears are a normal part of growing up. Fear and worry are emotions that all people 
experience, and they help keep people safe from harm.
When a child’s fears or worries become excessive or when they occur over an extended period 
of time then you may be seeing anxiety.1-3 Anxiety can vary in intensity and can range from mild 
to severe. It’s important to keep in mind that there is a lot variation in what is thought of as an 
anxious behavior. Different cultures have different names for anxiety. How someone describes 
anxiety, what they think of as an anxious behavior, and even their perspective on what causes 
anxiety is often shaped by their background or culture. 

IS ANXIETY COMMON AMONG CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS?

Anxiety is the most common behavioral health disorder among children and adolescents.4-6

The literature tells us that parents reported approximately 6% of children ages 6-11 and 10% of 
children ages 12-17 were diagnosed with anxiety.6,7

WHAT CAUSES ANXIETY?
     
Anxiety is caused by three interacting factors: a person’s genetics or biology, their emotional or 
psychological development, and their environment which includes things like a person’s family, 
culture, school, peers, community, and the world at large. How these factors interact is unique 
to each individual – there is no particular “formula” that leads to the development of anxiety. A 
child may experience anxiety if they have experienced serious or prolonged stress. Social and 
political stressors can contribute to anxiety and this includes things like a person’s immigration 
status, identity issues, discrimination, and racism.8,9

Contact your child’s medical provider or local community health center if you would like more 
information about how to help your child manage anxiety.
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SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF 
ANXIETY
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY3,4,10,11 

Anxiety can look very different from child to child. It can impact a child’s thinking, feelings, and 
behavior. It is important to consider that different cultures and families may experience anxiety 
differently and may use other words to describe and talk about anxiety. Culture affects the way 
we express our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors and needs to be considered when understand-
ing anxiety.12,13 

If your child is experiencing these signs and symptoms, talk with your child’s medical provider or 
local community health center.

THINKING FEELING BEHAVIOR

• Inability to control worries 
or thoughts

• Difficulty concentrating

• Nervousness, “edgy”

• Expecting every situation 
to go badly

• Helplessness and power-
lessness- “I can’t do this”

• Worried others will think 
they are weird, unat-
tractive, stupid

• Worried will do some-
thing embarrassing

• Fear of failure and rejec-
tion

• Shaky, restless, or tired

• Tense muscles

• Shortness of breath, rapid 
heart rate, and/or cold 
and sweaty hands

• Lightheadedness, blush-
ing, trembling

• Stomach pains, GI dis-
tress, headaches, dizzi-
ness

• Fatigue, low energy

• Screaming, crying (in an-
ticipation of fear)

• Sleepiness in school due 
to difficulty sleeping; 
nighttime fears or night-
mares

• Frequent arguing 

• Panic attacks

• Avoidance

• Procrastination

• Giving up

• School refusal

• Indecisiveness

• Irritability

• Unable to speak in front 
of others

• Perfectionism
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TYPICAL CHILDHOOD FEARS
TYPICAL CHILDHOOD FEARS4, 14-18

Typical childhood fears are common at different stages of child development. Childhood fears 
can be influenced by a child’s experiences, culture, and environment. 

 0-2 YEARS
Loud noises, sudden movements, large or unfamiliar objects, separa-
tion, animals, the dark, and strangers

 3-5 YEARS
Separation, masks, costumes, monsters, animals, the dark, sleeping 
alone, bodily harm or injury, thunder, and lightning

 6-10 YEARS
Separation, burglars, kidnapping, bodily harm, illness, germs, insects, 
natural disasters, supernatural beings, death, friendships, school, and 
social performance

 10-13 YEARS
Social status, physical appearance, friendships, bullying, school, social 
and athletic performance, tests, thunder and lightning, death, and in-
sects

 15-18 YEARS
Personal appearance, body image, sexuality, social relationships, moral 
issues and political concerns, future career concerns, school perfor-
mance, family, and home issues

Younger children tend to have more fears about their physical well-being while adolescents 
worry more about their behavior, social relationships, and overall well-being. This is due to the 
child’s physical maturation, developing sense of autonomy, and reliance on their peers.11,16,17 

If a child has been exposed to traumatic events, their fears may be a symptom of their trauma 
and can look different.  For example, a two-year-old who is frightened by sudden movements 
and loud noises can be typical, but for a child who may have experienced trauma, this fear may 
be a symptom of their trauma.  Examples of traumatic experiences may include but are not 
limited to divorce, exposure to violence, abuse and neglect, maternal depression, incarceration, 
and racism. 

If you are concerned about your child, contact their medical provider or your local community  
health center.
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WHEN DO USUAL WORRIES 
BECOME CAUSE FOR CONCERN?
Anxiety is an excessive worry or fear in relation to the situation or event. Anxiety impacts a 
child’s activities of daily living. Anxiety can range from mild to severe for an extended period 
beyond 1-3 months. It can affect an individual’s thinking, feelings, and behaviors.3, 19 A child’s 
experience and expression of emotions is influenced by their family and their cultural identities. 

Sometimes it can be difficult to know when to seek help or support, especially if your child is 
not having signs or symptoms every day. However, when situations or events arise, and you 
are concerned that your child’s reactions are intense and excessive, below are some questions 
to think about that may help you decide if your child would benefit from additional support or 
treatment.  

SOME QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT:4,10,11,18

• Is this anxiety/worry usual for children/adolescents at this stage of development? Is this 
anxiety/worry age appropriate?

• Has anything happened or changed that may be contributing to the anxiety/worry? 
Changes or transitions can be difficult for some children/adolescents and can worsen anxi-
ety/worries until the child/adolescent settles in or adjusts to the new situation. 

• Is this a recent anxiety/worry or has it been happening for 1-3 months or longer? 

• Does the anxiety/worrying seem extreme and does it happen frequently? Is the child/ado-
lescent’s reaction intense when they encounter certain situations or events? Either situation 
can be cause for concern if your child is avoiding situations/events with school, family, or 
friends. 

• Is the anxiety/worrying affecting or interfering with the child/adolescent’s daily activities? 
At home? At school? With family? With friends?

• How much time is taken up by anxiety/worrying? Is the anxiety/worrying taking up a lot of 
your time as the caregiver?  

• Is the child/adolescent very self-critical and/or asks for a lot of reassurance? Children/
adolescents who struggle with anxiety/worries can be very self-critical and ask for a lot of 
reassurance from their caregivers. They usually ask: “What if ……happens?”

• Is the child/adolescent often irritable, angry, crying, or having difficulty sleeping? 

• Is the child feeling sick from anxiety/worrying? Headaches? Stomachaches? How often 
is your child feeling sick? Do they go to see the school nurse often? Most children/adoles-
cents have some days when they are not feeling well. These symptoms would occur consis-
tently and may be present with other symptoms of anxiety.  

• Is the child/adolescent avoiding or refusing to go to school? Are they avoiding other activ-
ities or events? Avoidance is a common way to cope with anxiety and worries, however, it is 
not a coping strategy that is useful when trying to lead a healthy, active life. There are ways 
to learn how to manage anxiety and worries so that they can feel safe going to activities, 
events, and school.    
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• Are you concerned that your child/adolescent may be using substances or engaging in 
self-harm to manage the anxiety/worries? Sometimes, engaging in self-harm and/or using 
substances is a method of coping. If you are concerned that your child/adolescent may be 
using these ways to cope, it is important to talk with their medical provider.  

If you are concerned about any of these questions, contact your child’s medical provider or 
local community health center.

HELPFUL STRATEGIES FOR 
CAREGIVERS
You can support your child to increase their ability to manage anxiety, solve problems, and 
establish helpful, realistic, and balanced thinking. Here are some strategies to try at home when  
your child needs help managing anxiety:18-21 

• Take a pause. Notice how you are feeling. When you can identify your feelings, you will 
know when you are ready to help your child manage anxiety and model identifying feelings 
for your child.

• Stay calm. When your child is experiencing anxiety, it may be difficult to stay calm. However, 
this is the time to try to stay as relaxed as possible. Listening and talking quietly can help to 
reduce the anxiety and solve the problem by coming to a reasonable solution together. 22,23 

• Validate your child’s emotions and model acceptance.22,25 “It’s okay to feel frustrated, we 
will work through this together. I can tell that this homework assignment is upsetting you. 
Let us take a break and then come back to it.” 

• Try “scaffolding” 26,27 (summarized as: I do, we do, you do). “I’ll do the first problem, then 
we’ll do the next two together, then you will do the rest.”

• Help them check the evidence: “When the fire alarm goes off, does your teacher tell you 
what you need to do? Has she always told you what to do when the alarm goes off? If she 
did not tell you, what would you do?” For older children, “Have you ever failed a test before?  
If you fail the test, will you fail the class? If you fail the class, how might you recover from 
that?”

• Give realistic praise for effort vs. ability when your child confronts situations that are 
difficult.28 “I can tell that you tried really hard on this assignment” instead of saying “you’re so 
smart!”  

• Acknowledge when a fear is real and state your child’s ability to handle the situation. “This 
is hard, but I know you can try your best.”

• Coping/previewing ahead. Preview an anxiously anticipated situation. “Let’s make a list of all 
the fun things to look forward to at the birthday party.”

• Help your child face their fears in bite-sized amounts. “Let’s go to the party for 15 minutes, 
and then check-in to see if you want to stay.”

• Praise their efforts to confront their fears. “It was great that you asked your teacher for 
extra help with your assignment today.”
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• Acknowledge and validate your child’s feelings and provide supportive statements when 
your child expresses doubt such as: “This is hard, and I have faith in you. Sometimes it is 
difficult, and I know you can try. I know you can cope with this. I have faith in your ability. 
You’re a thinker, I know you can solve this problem.”

• Maintain high expectations while also being flexible. Provide choice within limits.

i. “Please either take out the trash or wash the dishes.”

ii. “You can do your homework in the kitchen or in your room.”

iii. “You can either watch television/play video games for 20 minutes right after school, or 
right after dinner.” 

• Reward brave behaviors with praise and sticker charts for younger children. 

• Place limits on screens including social media- especially 30 minutes before bedtime.

• Take care of yourself as a parent/caregiver.29,30 It is important to reduce stress and anxiety 
in your daily life. Practice your own stress reducing techniques such as eating well, getting 
enough sleep, being outside in nature, getting some exercise, and being with family and 
friends. 

• If you feel like you need additional support, contact your medical provider or local com-
munity health center.

STRATEGIES THAT GET IN THE WAY OF REDUCING ANXIETY

Sometimes when anxiety gets intense, caregivers try hard to make it go away and their best 
intentions can get in the way of reducing the anxiety. Try to avoid: 

• Asking your child too many questions or asking why they feel the way they do.25 When 
your child is experiencing anxiety, the brain can have difficulty thinking logically and clearly, 
so answering questions and figuring out how they feel is not helpful in the heat of the mo-
ment.  

• Offering false or too much reassurance.21,22,31 Stating that “everything will be fine” does not 
always ring true so it is best to stay  with praising effort over outcome. “I know you have 
worked really hard on this.”  

• Fixing the situation, taking over, or solving the problem without the child’s input.22,23,25 
When your child is distressed, it is natural to want to solve the problem, but thinking it 
through with them and coming up with a solution together gives them some control over 
what happens, and they can feel ownership in solving the problem. “Let’s take a few minutes 
to think about this and figure out what’s the best way to find a solution together.” 

• Being over attentive, critical, and inflexible.31,32 When caregivers are worried about their 
child, they can become over attentive in situations where they think their child might be-
come worried or anxious. Giving your child choices and setting reasonable limits can let 
them know that you have faith in their ability to manage and you will guide them when they 
need it rather than them feeling that they cannot follow through on a task that might be 
difficult for them. 

• Providing more assistance and help than needed or being overprotective from potential 
danger or distress.22,31,33 Taking a step back and following their lead will help them to feel 
more in control. Try to let your child take the first or next step. If you are anxiously waiting, 
after a few minutes, ask your child what they think they should do next.
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QUESTIONS FOR YOUR MEDICAL 
PROVIDER
It is always encouraged for parents and caregivers to ask questions about their child's behavioral 
health. Asking questions and engaging in a conversation about anxiety can help build a relation-
ship and trust between parents and medical providers.  A list of possible questions to consider 
asking is below. This is especially helpful for parents and caregivers who may be hesitant to talk 
to their medical providers about anxiety or for those parents and caregivers who may have been 
harmed by the medical system in the past. 

 
 SOME QUESTIONS 
 YOU MAY CONSIDER: 

• How do I know if my child has anxiety?

• How did my child get anxiety? 

• Will my child’s anxiety go away?

• How long will it take for my child to feel better?

• What can I do to help my child in the moment?

• What strategies are helpful for anxiety on a regular basis?

• What kind of treatment/support is available for anxiety?

• Is there medication for anxiety?

• How do I know what is healthy anxiety vs. concerning 
anxiety? 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH INFORMATION

If you are concerned that your child may be experiencing anxiety, the best thing to do is to talk 
to someone and get more information.

Your child’s medical provider may be a good place to start. You could also talk with someone at 
your local community health center. These are both good places to discuss the behaviors you 
are seeing and get suggestions on next steps you can take. The suggestion may be for the fam-
ily or child to talk with a behavioral health professional. Behavioral health providers are licensed 
to provide therapeutic and behavioral health services. They may be known as psychologists, 
social workers, or mental health counselors. 

If you are looking to speak with a behavioral health professional, a list may be available from 
your medical provider, your local community health center, or your insurance company.
For some families who have been subject to discrimination, trusting the established behavioral 
health system can be challenging. Families can also seek support from other sources that better 
align with their cultural beliefs and views of behavioral health. Other sources of support for 
some families can include elders, spiritual leaders, cultural brokers, or traditional and non-tradi-
tional healers. 
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BEHAVIORAL HEALTH RESOURCES

The websites below are helpful resources for parents looking to connect with a behavioral 
health provider. Please note some of the providers may require payment and/or may not accept 
your health insurance plan.

Anxiety and Depression Association of America
Provides information about anxiety, how to find help and support, and educational resources for 
children, teens, parents, educators, and mental health professionals. Find a therapist directory

Better Help
Online counseling platform with links to licensed therapists, advice, reviews, contact informa-
tion, and frequently asked questions 

Good Therapy
Provides information about mental health conditions, how to find a therapist, frequently 
asked questions about therapy, a directory of therapists, and information for mental health 
professionals 

Innopsych
Provides a directory of therapists of color, professional resources for clients and therapists, and 
business coaching for therapists

https://adaa.org/diverse-communities
https://members.adaa.org/page/FATMain
https://www.betterhelp.com/about/
https://www.goodtherapy.org/find-therapist.html
https://www.innopsych.com
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Psychology Today
Provides a directory of therapists, information about mental health conditions, information 
about current topics, and tips for health and mental wellness 

Psychologist Locator
Provides a directory to find a psychologist by name or by state

SAMSHA-Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
Provides confidential and anonymous source of information for people seeking information or 
services in mental health treatment facilities/agencies by city, state or zip code 

Social Work Therapy Referral Service-NASW Therapy Matcher
Connects people with a licensed independent clinical social worker across MA only 

Talkspace
Provides online therapy for teens ages 13-17 and adults. After taking a brief assessment a selec-
tion of therapists is recommended 

Zencare 
Provides a directory to find a therapist within 12 areas in the US and includes information about 
mental health conditions, therapy, and insurance 

The local mental health center, cultural and/or faith organization in your community

CRISIS RESOURCES

If your child is experiencing a behavioral health emergency, you can contact these crisis num-
bers.

Crisis Text Line
Text HOME to 741741

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
1-800-273-8255 
24/7 available for deaf and hard of hearing, in Spanish

The Trevor Project – LGBTQ Youth
Text START to 678-678
24/7 1-866-7386
 
If you as a caregiver are feeling overwhelmed by parenting, you can reach out for support: 
 
Parental Stress Line
1-800-632-8188 
24/7 all languages available

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us
https://locator.apa.org
https://findtreatment.samhsa.gov
https://www.naswma.org/page/therapymatcher
https://www.talkspace.com
https://www.zencare.co
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COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL THERAPY (CBT)

Treatment for anxiety should always be tailored to meet the unique needs of your child. Differ-
ent children need different things. Behavioral health providers should always work with families 
to decide what their work with the child and family will look like. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
or CBT is a well-researched treatment that may be recommended by a behavioral health pro-
vider to reduce and manage a child’s anxiety.34 CBT has been used with different cultural groups 
and has been proven to reduce symptoms of behavioral health disorders.35-39  

CBT examines how one’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors influence one another. CBT looks at 
how negative thoughts contribute to anxiety and how a person reacts in situations where they 
feel anxious. It can involve a child practicing relaxing their mind and body when they begin to 
feel anxious. Some strategies include box breathing, which is deep breathing envisioning the 
four corners of a square and 5,4,3,2,1, which is using the five senses to bring oneself into the 
present moment. Over time, CBT strategies can help a child to think through challenges more 
realistically and feel more confident in situations where they typically feel anxious.

INFORMATION ON MEDICATION

When CBT is not helping to lower anxiety and your child is still struggling, a behavioral health 
provider may recommend that your child obtain a medication evaluation to see if medica-
tion would help reduce symptoms of anxiety. Your child’s medical provider may perform the 
evaluation or refer your child to a child psychiatrist or nurse practitioner who specializes in 
behavioral health. The literature tells us that medication and cognitive behavioral therapy used 
in combination to treat moderate to severe anxiety is more effective than CBT or medication 
alone.34,35,36,38,39 The decision to add medication to your child’s treatment is a family decision. 
Any questions you have can be discussed with your child’s medical provider. 

For more information on anxiety, treatment, and medication in managing anxiety in children and 
adolescents you may download Anxiety Disorders: Parents’ Medication Guide developed by 
The Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and The American Psychiatric Association.

https://www.aacap.org/App_Themes/AACAP/docs/resource_centers/resources/med_guides/anxiety-parents-medication-guide.pdf
https://www.aacap.org/App_Themes/AACAP/docs/resource_centers/resources/med_guides/anxiety-parents-medication-guide.pdf
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SUPPORTS AT SCHOOL
QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS

If you are concerned that your child’s anxiety might be impacting their experience at school, talk 
with your child teacher(s) and school administrators. Below are some questions that caregivers 
may want to ask their child’s teachers to learn more about their child’s behaviors at school.

• How is my child doing in school?

• How are they doing academically? 

• What is their behavior like in school?

• How are they doing socially with their peers?

• What has been done at school to support them?

• What can be done at home to support them?

SUGGESTED STRATEGIES AT SCHOOL

Teachers and school staff can help to reduce a child’s anxiety by making some adjustments in 
the classroom.40 These can include:

DIVERSIONS

• Taking a walk

• Taking space

• Coloring, drawing, doodling, writing41  

• Reading

• Listening to music

• Thinking of a calming or enjoyable place

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

• Visual schedule 

• Use an agenda book or to-do list for older students

• Checklist with pictures for younger students

• Prioritize what needs to get done first
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• Divide assignments into smaller segments

• Structure less demanding assignments at a better time of day if possible 

• Structured breaks

• Alternative Seating – quiet setting with fewer distractions if needed40  

• Preferential seating when working with large groups or paired seating with a buddy40  

• Discreet signal for staying on task

• Extra set of books at home

• Supporting students with organizing desks, folders, and other materials

• Advance notice of changes in schedule, assignments, due dates, tests40  

• Buddy system40

• Spending time in a calming corner or safe space

PHYSICAL/TENSION RELEASERS

• Deep breathing21  

• Movement breaks42  

• Have them run an errand

• Stress ball, fidgets

SOCIAL

• Positive self-talk

• Positive affirmations 

• Specific positive reinforcement

• Challenge negative thinking

• Frequent feedback on progress

• Talking to someone they trust

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) AND 504 PLAN

If your child’s worries are impacting their ability to learn and/or their relationships with peers at 
school, talk with your child’s teacher or administrator about having them evaluated for an Indi-
vidualized Education Plan or an IEP. 

A child is eligible to receive an IEP under federal and state laws if they meet certain conditions. 
With a parent or guardian’s consent, a series of evaluations are administered to a child. If the 
results of the evaluation meet specific criteria, then an IEP will be developed for your child 
that details the supports and services that will be provided at school to meet the child’s unique 
needs. If your child does not meet the criteria for an IEP, they may qualify for a 504 Plan. The 
504 Plan outlines services or provides accommodations that remove barriers to learning and 
describes how a student will access information and learning. This can include structured 
breaks, a visual schedule, alternative seating arrangements, longer test taking time, and a social 
skills group to name a few.43,44



APPS, BOOKS, AND WEBSITES
FREE APPS

Breathe, Think, Do Sesame
Caregivers can use this interactive app with their children ages 2-6 to teach skills of self-control, 
problem-solving, planning, and persistence (available in Spanish)      
Available for iPhone | Android 

Stop, Breathe, & Think
Guided breathing and mindful exercises to create wellness and peace of mind for kids, teens 
and young adults. Website includes a tab for kids and educators

Website | Available for iPhone | Android

iBreathe
Step by step guided breathing for sleep and 
relaxation for teens and adults 
Available for iPhone | Android

Breathe2Relax
Teaches breathing for stress management with 
practice exercises and provides information on the 
effects of stress on the body for teens and adults 
Available for iPhone | Android

Calm
Relaxation, meditation, and sleep stories which can 
be upgraded for a fee for teens and adults 
Available for iPhone | Android

CBT Thought Diary
Log your mood and identify negative thought 
patterns to reframe thinking for teens and adults
Website | Available for iPhone | Android

Daylio
Bullet journal for tracking with mood diary and self-
care activities for teens and adults
Website | Available for iPhone | Android

MindShift CBT
Provides interactive cognitive behavioral tools 
such as breathing, grounding techniques, coping 
statements, thought journals, audio recordings, 
healthy tips, mood tracking and goal setting for 
teens and adults
Website | Available for iPhone | Android
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/breathe-think-do-with-sesame/id721853597
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.sesameworkshop.ResilienceThinkBreathDo&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://www.stopbreathethink.com/about/
https://apps.apple.com/US/app/id778848692?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.stopbreathethink.app&referrer=af_tranid%3DmbRT7Pmx5d-MnUYoCillXg%26pid%3DWebsite%26c%3DHome_Top_Button%26af_web_id%3De4a33e
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ibreathe-relax-and-breathe/id1296605806
https://baixarapk.gratis/en/app/1296605806/ibreathe-relax-and-breathe
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/breathe2relax/id425720246
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.t2health.breathe2relax&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/calm/id571800810
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.calm.android&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://www.cbtthoughtdiary.com
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/cbt-thought-diary/id1010391170?ls=1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moodtools.cbtassistant.app&hl=en_US
https://daylio.net
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1194023242
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.daylio
https://www.anxietycanada.com/resources/mindshift-cbt/
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/mindshift/id634684825
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bstro.MindShift&hl=en


ASSOCIATIONS AND WEBSITES

Anxiety and Depression Association of America 
Provides information about anxiety, how to find help and support, and educational resources 
for children, teens, parents, educators, and mental health professionals   

Mental Health America: MHA  
Provides information on mental health awareness, mental health conditions, wellness tools, 
peer support, how to find help and support, and advocacy for teens, adults, parents, educators, 
and mental health professionals

Stressedteens.com
Teaches mindfulness based stress reduction and provides tools and resources for preteens, 
teens, and young adults. Books, videos, and training for preteens, teens, young adults, parents 
and mental health professionals

Child Mind Institute  
Provides family guides on various topics for parents, ask the expert, research, and resources 
on various children’s mental health conditions and learning issues for parents, educators, and 
mental health professionals - available in Spanish

National Institute of Mental Health  
Provides mental health information, research, education, and resources on how to find help and 
support for mental health conditions for parents, educators, and mental health professionals – 
available in Spanish

BOOKS FOR CAREGIVERS

Growing Up Brave: Expert Strategies for Helping Your Child Overcome Fear, Stress, and Anxiety
Donna Pincus, PhD 

Helping Your Anxious Child: A Step-by-Step Guide for Parents
Ronald Rapee

The Scaffold Effect: Raising Resilient, Self-Reliant and Secure Kids in an Age of Anxiety
Harold S. Koplewicz, MD 

Your Anxious Child: How Parents and Teachers Can Relieve Anxiety in Children 
John S. Dacey, Martha D. Mack, Lisa B. Fiore

Anxiety Relief for Kids: On the Spot Strategies to Help Your Child Overcome, Worry, Panic, and 
Avoidance 
Bridget Flynn Walker, PhD

Anxious Kids, Anxious Parents: 7 Ways to Stop the Worry Cycle and Raise Courageous and 
Independent Children 
Reid Wilson, PhD and Lynn Lyons, LICSW
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https://adaa.org
https://adaa.org
https://www.mhanational.org
http://www.Stressedteens.com
https://childmind.org
https://www.nimh.nih.gov
https://www.amazon.com/Growing-Up-Brave-Strategies-Overcome/dp/0316125601
https://www.amazon.com/Helping-Anxious-Child-Step-Step/dp/1572245751
https://www.amazon.com/Scaffold-Effect-Raising-Resilient-Self-Reliant/dp/0593139348
https://www.amazon.com/Your-Anxious-Child-Teachers-Children/dp/111897459X
https://www.amazon.com/Anxiety-Relief-Kids-Spot-Strategies/dp/1626259534
https://www.amazon.com/Anxiety-Relief-Kids-Spot-Strategies/dp/1626259534
https://www.amazon.com/Anxious-Kids-Parents-Courageous-Independent/dp/0757317626
https://www.amazon.com/Anxious-Kids-Parents-Courageous-Independent/dp/0757317626


BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

AGES 5-8
Don't Feed the Worry Bug
Audi Green

How Big Are Your Worries Little Bear?
Jayneen Sanders

Ruby Finds a Worry
Tom Percival 

AGES 6-12
Master of Mindfulness: How to be Your Own SuperHero in Times of Stress
Laurie Grossman

What to Do When You Worry Too Much
Dawn Huebner 

AGES 12-18
My Anxious Mind: A Teen’s Guide to Managing Anxiety and Panic
Michael A. Tompkins, PhD and Katherine A. Martinez, PhD 

The Stress Reduction Workbook for Teens
Gina M. Biegel, MA 

The Anxiety Workbook for Teens
Lisa Schab, LCSW
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https://www.amazon.com/Dont-Feed-WorryBug-Soft-Cover/dp/0979286077/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=books+about+anxiety+for+kids&qid=1615823713&sr=8-10
https://www.amazon.com/How-Your-Worries-Little-Bear/dp/1925089207
https://www.amazon.com/Ruby-Finds-Worry-Tom-Percival/dp/1547602376
https://www.amazon.com/Master-Mindfulness-Superhero-Times-Stress/dp/1626254648
https://www.amazon.com/What-When-Worry-Much-What/dp/1591473144
https://www.amazon.com/My-Anxious-Mind-Managing-Anxiety/dp/1433804506
https://www.amazon.com/Stress-Reduction-Workbook-Teens-Mindfulness/dp/1684030188
https://www.amazon.com/Anxiety-Workbook-Teens-Activities-Worry/dp/1572246030
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Boston Children's Hospital Neighborhood Partnerships (BCHNP) is the school-based behavioral 
health program in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Boston Children’s 
Hospital. This resource guide and documentary were developed as part of the Training and 
Access Project (TAP), an initiative within BCHNP. TAP provides professional development and 
consultation services to help build a school’s capacity to support students’ social, emotional, 
and behavioral health needs. In addition, TAP has a series of free online trainings that feature 
educators and school professionals sharing their own experiences and strategies in the 
classroom.  To learn more about our program, please visit us at childrenshospital.org/BCHNP
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